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Check Our Recent Interview
Guest: Robert Knight
Topic: Left Using Violence

News From Around PA

Former State Rep Rick Saccone attended the March to Save America Rally in Washington, DC. As he participated in the rally on the west side of the Capitol he posted on Facebook, “We are storming the capitol. Our vanguard has broken through the barricades. We will save this nation. Are u with me?” A very poor choice of words as, unbeknownst to him, on the east side of the Capitol they were doing just that. A change.org petition was started demanding that St. Vincent College, where he has taught for 21 years, terminate him. The school started an investigation, but Saccone resigned because he “didn’t want all this terrible media kefuffle to tarnish the school.”

The March for Life in Washington, DC, scheduled for January 29th has gone to a virtual event, due to uncertainty in the Capitol.

The Philadelphia 2021 March for Life will take place on January 23rd to rally against the one million wrongful deaths in southeastern PA since 1973.

News From National Scene

The Idaho internet service provider Your T1 WIFI in has taken steps to resist Big Tech censorship and has blocked Facebook and Twitter after receiving complaints about Big Tech from customers.

Minnesota Dept. of Education has released its first draft of Social Studies for the next 10 years. It omits significant events in American history and instead focuses on “systemic racism” and the oppression of “marginalized” people.

NC Governor Roy Cooper issued a proclamation: “All parents, regardless of gestational relationship to a child, gender identity, or gender expression, deserve to be celebrated for the love and nurturing they give to their children.”

New Mexico’s Democrat governor has fined two churches $10,000 apiece for holding services against her social distancing orders.

President Trump declares January 22nd as “Sanctity of Life Day.” In the proclamation he called on the U.S. Congress to join him “in protecting and defending the dignity of every human life, including those not yet born” and promised himself “to continue speaking out for those who have no voice.”

In July, a US District judge in Maryland suspended an FDA safety rule for the abortion drug mifepristone requiring women to see a doctor before getting the drug. The Trump administration appealed the ruling and the US Supreme Court just handed down a decision which upheld the rule.

A Tennessee high school principal has temporarily been suspended for criticizing the rampant online censorship of Big Tech.

Follow Us - We are now on MeWe, Gab and Telegram
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